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PLUS: MORE ELEGANCE, MORE DYNAMICS
The DYNAMIC+ package is about more than just the captivating and dynamic 
appearance of the car. Yes, the plus symbol represents emotion, the power  
of the moment, breathless excitement and the beating of the heart. 

The dynamic and elegant lines of the car, the attractive elements and the refined 
details comprise the plus for getting all of the attention. Compared to series 
production cars, the exterior and interior elements of the ŠKODA OCTAVIA 
DYNAMIC+ make it absolutely clear who is in control of the dynamics, emotion  
and energy of the moment.   

But DYNAMIC+ isn’t just a more attractive ŠKODA OCTAVIA.  Beyond an appealing 
exterior and interior, it also harnesses a distinguished, sporty style that reflects 
your confidence and taste: giving you control over the energy, the emotion, and the 
power of the moment.
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DYNAMIC HARMONY 
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With the DYNAMIC+ package, the ŠKODA OCTAVIA can create 
moments that make your heart race. With front and rear spoilers 
and sleek, sports-inspired mirrors, it unites distinctive features, 
performance, and character for a truly singular drive. 
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PRACTICALITY WITH STYLE



DYNAMIC+ infuses the ŠKODA OCTAVIA COMBI with practical 
elements and sporty attitude. Elegant 17” Trius Black Wheels, 
sunset, black mirrors, front spoilers and rear diffusors work 
together to form a unique, self-confident style.
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BLACK PACKAGE (MIRRORS + GRILL FRAME + SUNSET) 
Black side-view mirrors catch immediately your eyes.  
Perfect detail in tune with the dynamic appearance of the pack.

SPORT AND 
ELEGANCE IN DETAIL FRONT SPOILER 

For a sports design car, a striking  
front spoiler is a must to have. 

REAR DIFFUSOR 
The sports style of the car is considerably emphasized  
by the rear diffusor with integrated end strip.
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17" TRIUS BLACK WHEELS 
Sports designed alloy wheels in silver 
and black harmonize with overall 
dynamic appearance of the car. 

5TH DOOR SPOILER 
The 5th door spoiler in rounded aerodynamic design 
underlines the sporty character of the car. 

Sports seats, alloy pedals, a black ceiling,  
a multifunctional sporty steering wheel,  
and your choice of four wheel designs gives  
your DYNAMIC+ ŠKODA OCTAVIA personality  
and a touch of refined sports-tuned elegance  
on the inside as well as the exterior.
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BUILT FOR JOY RIDE
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TURINI
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18"  
for 225/40 R18 tyres ET51, 
black matt 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

HAWK
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"  
for 225/45 R17 tyres ET49,
black gloss brushed 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

VEGA
light-alloy wheel 7.5J x 18"  
for 225/40 R18 tyres ET51,
black gloss brushed 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

TRIUS
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"  
for 225/45 R17 tyres ET49,
black metallic 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories



MAKE IT UNIQUELY      YOUR ŠKODA

To bui ld your very own car visit  http://cc-cloud.skoda-auto.com

Your ŠKODA partner:
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Image Disclaimer: The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and certain illustrations, features, 
parts and equipment may differ from actual production cars and from country to country. To get exact confirmation of features/parts and equipments please get in touch with your nearest ŠKODA dealer

Download the MyŠKODA App
Your Digital Companion


